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Abstract 
In this note the cotelescope construction of fibrant extension (Cathey, 1979) of compacta is used 
to study approximate lifting properties of some shape morphisms (shape fibrations (MardeSiC and 
Rushing, 1978) and shape absolutely soft maps (Zerkalov, 1987)). It is proved that for a shape 
fibration (respectively for a shape absolutely soft map), there exists a fibrant extension which is a 
Hurewicz fibration (respectively absolutely soft map (Shchepin, 1984)). Applying this result, it is 
proved that a map of compacta whose cotelescope fibrant extension is an absolutely soft map is 
itself a shape absolutely soft map. Moreover, it is proved that any hereditary shape equivalence of 
compacta is a shape absolutely soft map. 
Keywords: Fibrant extension; Shape fibration; Shape absolutely soft map; Hereditary shape 
equivaIence; CE-map 
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Introduction 
The approach to the strong shape theory proposed by Cathey in [2] is based on the 
consideration of a functor S: h(CM) + h(F) for the homotopy categories h(CM) 
and h(3) of compact metric spaces and fibrant spaces respectively. According to this 
functor, to any compactum E there corresponds a fibrant space .% = S(E) which is 
called a fibrant extension of E. Similarly, to any map p: E -+ B of compacta there 
corresponds (up to homotopy) a map j? of fibrant extensions of E and B, which is also 
called a fibrant extension of p. In fact, homotopy properties of p fully reflect strong 
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shape properties of p. The implicit construction of fibrant extension involves so-called 
cotelescopes. In this paper we develop the idea of Cathey [3] and show that for a shape 
fibration (respectively for a shape absolutely soft map) there exists a fibrant extension 
which is a Hurewicz fibration (respectively absolutely soft map). Such extensions are 
actually constructed as some cotelescopes and are therefore called cotelescope fibrant 
extensions. Hence, the strong shape properties of shape fibrations and shape absolutely 
soft maps are similar to the homotopy properties of Hurewicz fibrations and absolutely 
soft maps. This result is discussed in Section 2 and is based on Theorem 5, proved in 
Section 1. In Section 3 we consider some applications of the result. In particular, it is 
proved that a map of compacta whose cotelescope fibrant extension is an absolutely soft 
map is itself a shape absolutely soft map. 
0. Preliminaries and definitions 
0.1. Let C be a category. By c^ = MapC we denote the category of morphisms of C, 
whose 
(a) objects are morphisms of C. 
(b) morphisms p + q of an object p : E t B to an object q : E’ + B’ are pairs (u, U) 
of morphisms in C u : E -P E’ and ‘u : B + B’ such that 
qou=uop, 
i.e., the following diagram commutes: 
0.2. Now, and afterwards, let C be a full subcategory of the category TOP or Map TOP 
satisfying the following conditions: 
(a) C is closed under finite limits and colimits; 
(b) together with any object X E C, the category C contains the cylindrical objects 
X x I and the cocylindrical object X’ (respectively f x 11 and f’, if C is a subcategory 
of the category Map TOP). 
In fact we shall consider the categories M of all metrizable spaces and G = Map M, 
which obviously satisfy these conditions. 
0.3. A family of morphisms C of the category C will be called a family of trivial 
cofibrations, if C satisfies the following conditions (cf. the definition in [9]): 
(i) C contains all identity morphisms. 
(ii) C is closed under composition and cobase change (pushouts). 
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(iii) If s E C, s : A --t X, then the induced morphism t in the commutative diagram 
AV 
XI 
(Y is a pushout) is a trivial cofibration, i.e., t E C. 
0.4. Let (C, C) b e a category with some fixed family of trivial cofibrations. Then a 
family of C-fibrations can be defined in the usual way. A morphism p : E + B is called 
a 2’-fibration if for any s E C, s : A + X and for any square commutative diagram 
A-E 
there exists a filler f. 
An object X is called C-fibrant if the morphism X -+ * (* is the terminal object in 
C) is a C-fibration. 
A morphism s : A + X (and also the object X) is called a fibrant extension of the 
object A in the category (C, C), if s E C and X is a C-fibrant. 
0.5. In the category M of metrizable spaces and continuous maps the following families 
of trivial cofibrations are well known: 
l Cl-the family of all closed embeddings, 
l SDR-the family of SDR-maps, i.e., maps A + X which embed A in X as a strong 
deformation retract of X. 
The following definition, due to Cathey [2], provides a shape version of the notion of 
SDR-map. 
A closed subspace A of a space X is called a shape strong deformation retract of X 
provided that there exists an ANR-space M and a closed embedding a : X 
that the following condition holds: for any pair of neighbourhoods (U, V) 
(ax, aA) in M there is a homotopy 
--t M such 
of the pair 
H:XxItMrelA 
such that Ho = cr, Im H C U and Im HI c V. 
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A map s: A q X will be called a SSDR-map if s embeds A as a shape strong 
deformation retract of X. 
Note that (in the category M): 
(1) SDR c SSDR c Cl; 
(2) the notion of Cl-fibration coincides with the notion of an absolutely soft map [IO], 
i.e., {Cl-fibrations} = {absolutely soft maps}; 
(3) {SDR-tibrations} = {Hurewicz fibrations}; 
(4) {Cl-fibrants} = {AR-spaces}; 
(5) all metrizable spaces are SDR-fibrants; 
(6) {ANR-spaces} c {SSDR-fibrants} (see [2]). 
Following Cathey, we shall use the term fibrant for SSDR-fibrant. SSDR-fibrations 
will be called strong fibrations. 
1. Resolutions of shape fibrations and shape soft maps 
1.1. As simple consequences of the previous definitions we have the following assertions. 
Proposition 1. The inverse lituit @a tower of C-jibrants bonded by C-jibrations is a 
C-fbrant. 
Proposition 2. Let E and B be jibrants. Then a map p : E + B is a strong jibration if 
and only if it is a Hurewicz fibration. 
Since ANR-spaces are fibrants, the two propositions imply that the inverse limit of 
an ANR-sequence (tower) {Ei, qij} is a fibrant if the bonding maps q.i,L+l are Hurewicz 
fibrations. 
For example, the Cantor set and solenoids are tibrants. 
1.2. For the given category_(C, C) we can choose two families Cr and C of trivial 
cofibrations in the category C = MapC 
Cl = {(s,id) E morc^: s E C}, 
5 = {(s, s’) E mor c^: s E C, s’ E C}. 
Notice that 
(1) C-fibrations are exactly Cr-fibrants. 
(2) z-fibrants are exactly C-fibrations of C-fibrants. 
Proposition 3. For any object of the category z there exists 
(i) a fibrunt extensiorz in the category (M^, SDRl), 
(ii) a$brant extension in the category (c, Cl,). 
The assertion (i) is the classical theorem: any map f may be factored as f = p o s. 
where s is a SDR-map and p is a Hurewicz fibration. 
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To verify (ii) for a map f : E + B we consider the commutative diagram 
where P, Q are AR-spaces and i, j are closed enbeddings. We note that f = 70 s is the 
factogzation mentioned above. Since it can be assumed that p = coCyl(f), we obtain 
that P E AR (see Theorem 7 later in the paper). Hence f is a Cl-fibration (in other 
words a Cll-fibrant), and (s o i, ids) : f --t fs, where 7~ : f=‘(B) + B, is the required 
fibrant extension in (M^, Cl,). 
1.3. By an ANR-resolution of the metric compact space E we mean an inverse ANR- 
sequence & = {Ei, qtj } such that 12 E = E, and for the cone 4 = {qi} : E + & of 
natural projections the following condition holds: 
for any index i and open neighbourhood U of q,(E) in Ei there exists an index j 3 i 
such that qij(Ej) i U. 
In this case the cone q : E + E is also called an ANR-resolution. 
Note that under the gken conditions this notion of ANR-resolution actually coincides 
with the notion of resolution in the sense of MardeSiL [6]. 
A level map of the inverse sequences 
is called an ANR-resolution of the map p: E t B, if lep = p, and E, B are ANR- 
resolutions of the compacta E and B respectively. 
We observe, that g can be considered as an inverse sequence in &$ = {pl, bij}, where 
bij = (qaj, rij). 
1.4. It was shown in [7] that a map p: E + B of metric compacta is a shape fibration 
if and only if for some suitable ANR-resolution p of p, the homotopy lifting property - 
(HLP) holds. 
The following definition utilizes the main idea of HLP in the sense of MardeSid. 
Definition. A level map p = {pi} : J$ + B has the liftil~g proper-t) (LP) with respect to 
a family of maps S provided the following holds: 
Each index i admits a j 3 i such that for any s E S, s: A + X and any maps 
f:A+E,, F:X+B,withpjof=F~sthereexistsamapF:X+E~with 
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F o s = qij o f and pi o F = rij 0 F. In other words there exists a filler F in the 
commutative diagram 
The LP with respect to a family {X x (0) L) X x I} is the HLP. 
Clearly, in the statement given above the HLP that characterizes shape fibrations can 
be replaced by the LP with respect to SDR-maps of metric spaces, 
An argument similar to one in [7] leads us also to the following assertion. 
A map p: E + B of metric compacta is a shape absolutely soft map if and only if 
some suitable ANR-resolution p of p satisfies the LP with respect to Cl. - 
12. Now we shall give a condition which is equivalent to the LP in terms of the category 
M = MapM. 
Proposition 4. If an inverse sequence p = {pi, bij} has the LP with respect to C then - 
the following condition holds: 
Each index i admits an index j > i such that for any u E Cl and any solid-arrow 
diagram 
there exists a morphism E, represented by the dashed arrow, making the resultant diagram 
commute. 
Proof. Suppose 22 = {pi, bij}, pi : E, -+ Bi, bi, = (qij, Ti3) has the LP with respect to 
C.Leta=(s,idy)ECi, s:A+X, g:A+Y, G:X+Y.Ifa=(f,F), f:A+ 
Ej, F : Y + B,, then pj 0 f = F o g = F o G o s, and according to the LP there exists 
amapF:X+EiforwhichFos=qijof andpioF=rijoFoG.Hence,weget 
the required morphism ?% = (F, ry o F), because 
Cr 0 ~7 = (F 0 S, Tij 0 F) = (qlj 0 f, Tij 0 F) = bi, 0 CY. 
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1.6. Using Proposition 4 and the existence of fibrant extension in M^, we can prove the 
following theorem, which is the starting point for further consideration. 
Theorem 5. A map p: E + B is a shape jibration (respectively shape absolutely soft 
map) of metric compacta if and only if there exists an ANR-resolution j? = {P,,b,j} of 
p such that each jii is a Hurewicz jibration (respectively an absolutely soft map). 
Proof. Assume that p is a shape fibration (respectively an absolutely shape soft map). 
There exists an ANR-resolution p = {pi, bij}, having the LP with respect to SDR 
(respectively Cl). kt gi : pi + pi be a fibrant extension of Pi for each i in (M^, SDRi) 
(respectively in (M, Cl1 ), see 1.2, Proposition 3). 
Without loss of generality we may suppose that p satisfies the condition given in 
Proposition 4 for each pair (i, j) such that j = i 7 1. Hence for each i and for a 
solid-arrow diagram 
there exists a filler cri making the diagram commute. 
Thus each bonding morphism bi,i+i :pi+i + pi may be factored as 
Note that here j?i+i is a fibrant in (M^,SDRi), i.e., a Hurewicz fibration (respectively 
absolutely soft map). Put b,,i+i = gi 0 ai for each i. Then 5 = {_6i,b,j} is the desired - 
ANR-resolution of p. 0 
2. Cocylinder objects and cotelescopes in Map M 
2.1. In the category .6? = Map M (in general in Map 7c3P), in the usual way one can 
define the notions of homotopy, retraction, deformation, etc. In particular, one can con- 
sider SDR-morphisms and, respectively, SDR-fibrations, which are analogous to regular 
Hurewicz fibrations in M. 
Of course, SDR-morphisms do not coincide with pairs of SDR-maps, and therefore 
fibrations in (M^, SB) do not coincide with SDR-fibrations. 
But nevertheless it is not hard to verify the following 
Proposition 6. If cp : p + q is a fibration in (M^, SCR) then cp is an SDR-jibration (cf 
Proposition 2). 
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2.2. In 1.2. we have already used the fact that any map p: E -+ B can be represented as 
-P the composition E 1 E -+ B, where s is an SDR-map, 5 is a Hurewicz fibration and 
E = coCyl(p). 
Actually the map s satisfies more strict conditions: there exists a left inverse t : I? + 
E, t o s = idE, such that D : id,- ? s o t rel s(E) and D is a fiber homotopy over E, 
i.e., t(D(z,T)) = t(s), 7 E I, z E E. 
In other words, the morphism (s, id) : idE --t t is an SDR-morphism in _6?. 
The standard approach leads us to the cocylinder object in M^ (respectively in 7=): 
for a given morphism cp = (u, u) : p + 4 coCyl(cp) is the pull-back in the commutative 
diagram 
(If q : B + B’, then q’ : B1 + B” is defined by q’(w) = q o w and we = (7ra,7r&), 
where Q(W) = w(O), $,(w’) = w’(0) for w E B’, w’ E .‘I). 
It is clear that coCyl(cp) : coCyl(~) + coCyl(v). 
Generally, for the case of the category (C, C) the following assertion holds: 
Theorem 7. Any morphism p : E + B can be represented as a composition 
E 3 coCyl(p) 2; B 
such that s has left inverse t for which (s, idE) : idE --+ t is an SDR-morphism in 
c^ = MapC. Moreovel; if E and B are C-jibrans, then 5 is C-jibration and hence 
coCyl(p) is C-jibrant. 
One can easily formulate corollaries of the theorem for the particular cases of C = - - 
M, C = SDR or SSDR or SSDRi, etc. For example, if for the morphism cp : p + q in 
%,p and q are strong fibrations, then coCyl(cp) is a strong fibration. 
2.3. The concept of cotelescope, which may be regarded as a homotopy inverse limit, 
delivers the construction of the fibrant extension for metric compactum. A geometric 
version of such construction is given in [2]. The description of cotelescope provided 
below is more categorical and will be used mainly for the category G. 
Let there be given an inverse sequence J$ = { Ei, qij, N} in the category C. Let us 
extend this sequence by adding to it the element EO = * (the terminal object) and 
morphisms qoi : Ei + *, i E N. Assuming that 
E(i.i+r) = coCyl(qi,i+i) 
we can represent any morphism qi,i+r as the composition 
Ei+i AEti,i+i) P, Ei ) 
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where si has the left inverse t,. 
Let us construct the finite diagram T,(E) 
-%,l) E(t-l,i) 
//\y\ 
Eo E, . ..E._, Ei 
Note that T,(E) c T,+](E) and let T(E) = Uz, T,(E). T(E) is an infinite diagram 
involving all objects E, of the inverse sequence E. 
An inverse limit of this diagram is called a cotelescope of the inverse sequence J$ and 
is denoted by the symbol coTel(E) (see [5]). 
Let i?, be an inverse limit of the finite diagram T,(E), i E iV, Ea = Eo. For the natural 
projections & : E, t Eo and & : E, + Ei there are morphisms S. : Ei + E, such that L 
&OS, = qo2 and (Zi, 1) : id E, -+ Fi are SDR-morphisms in 6 (i.e., E, plays a role similar 
to coCyl(qoZ) in the factorization of qoi). Bonding morphisms &J : E3 + Ei are uniquely 
defined for j 3 i by the conditions pr% 0Fij = prj,, where prk : E, -+ E,, prj, : ,!?j + E, 
are natural projections and (Y E (0, (0, l), 1,. . . , (i - 1,i)). 
Observe that 7j,j o F~I, = ii;:k, i < j < k, and $j 0 Z!?y = S, o qij, i < j. 
Thus we obtain an inverse sequence 2 = {Ei, ?jij}, a level map of the inverse se- 
quences 3 = {$} : E + J$ and, moreover, 
lim E = coTel(E). 
t 
Now notice that if all E, are C-fibrants then all pi are C-fibrations and all EG,~+,) 
are C-fibrants in the diagram T(E). Consequently all & are C-fibrations and all E, are 
C-fibrants. 
Hence we have 
Proposition 8. coTel(E) 1s a C-jibrant if in E = { E.i, qij} all E, are C-jhrants. 
Furthermore, if E = 12” we obtain morphism s = le 2 : E + coTel(E). The 
properties of this morphism will be the subject of study in the next section. 
2.4. Let us start with an ANR-resolution E = {Ei, qij} of the compacturn E. Since all 
E, are fibrants we can immediately state that ,?? = coTel(E) is a fibrant (i.e., a fibrant 
in (M, SSDR)). Note that the imbedding s : E -+ E is an SSDR-map and hence it is a 
fibrant extension of E. 
In fact, we shall observe that there exists a strong infinite deformation of E = coTel(E) 
onto E. i.e., map 
D:~x[O,m)+,f? 
such that: 
(i) D(e,t) = e, if e E E; 
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(ii) for any neighbourhood U of the compactum E in E there exists X > 0 such that 
D(E x [X, oo)) c u. 
Since a natural projection Fi : k + ii is a strong fibration of fibrants and therefore a 
regular Hurewicz fibration, a strong deformation Di : E’i x I + & of Ei onto Si(Ei) im- 
plies the existence of a strong deformation ai : E x-1 -+ E of J!? onto Fi = ci-’ (Y$ (Ei)) 
as a covering homotopy for Di. Note that F. %+I C Fi. Due to the fact that Eis an ANR- 
resolution of E, it can be established that the family of closed subsets {Fi} properly 
approximates s(E), i.e., for any neighbourhood U of s(E) in E there exists an index i 
such that i?i c U. Consequently, applying the strong deformations fii, i = 1,2,3 . , -- - 
to FO = E, Fl, F2,. etc, we get the desired infinite deformation. 
Practically the same approach can be used for an ANR-resolution 
p= {Pi,Pij), P:E+ B - 
of a map p: E + B of metric compacta if the pi are strong fibrations of fibrants, 
namely Hurewicz fibrations or absolutely soft maps. Using Proposition 8, we get an 
embedding p -+ p such that 5 = coTel(p) : E + g, _@ = coTel(E), _6 = coTel(B). 
For this embedding there exists a strong infinite deformation of p = coTel(p) on p in the _ 
category M = Map M, i.e., the pair of infinite deformations 
D:Ex [O,cm)& H:iix[O,ca+B 
onto E and B respectively, connected with the relation 
PO D = H o (px idlo_)). 
We note that in this case E and g are fibrants, because ANR-spaces are fibrants, 
and the existence of strong infinite deformations means that the embeddings E * E 
and B + g are SSDR-maps. In other words we have fibrant extensions E v E and 
B c) g. The embedding 
p cs p = coTel(E) 
with the established properties will be called a cotelescope fibrant extension of the map 
P. 
Remark. In fact, a cotelescope fibrant extension p * 5 (with the strong infinite de- 
formation 5 on p) can be constructed directly for any ANR-resolution p of the map of 
metric compacta p, using the explicit description of coTel(E) given in [5]: 
coTel(E) = 
i 
(et,Wt,e2,W2,...) E fiEi; x E,‘: q(O) = el,u:!(O) =ez,...; 
k=l 
WI (1) = m(ed,w2(1) = q23(e3). 
1 
for the resolution E + l3, E = { Ei, qij}. 
At last, according to Proposition 8, if p consists of Hurewicz fibrations (of ANR’s) 
then j!Y is a strong fibration of fibrants (or equivalently a Hurewicz fibration of fibrants). 
Similarly, if all pi in p are absolutely soft maps (of ANR’s), then j!Y is an absolutely soft _ 
map of fibrants. 
Applying Theorem 5 we get the following theorem (cf. [l]). 
Theorem 9. If p : E + B is a shape jibration of metric compacta, then there exists a 
cotelescope jibrant extension p of j? such that ji is a Hurewicz jibration of jibrants. 
!f p : E t B is a shape absolutely soft map of compacta, then there exists a cotelescope 
jibrant extension p v j!i such that 5 is an absolutely soft map of$brants. 
3. Applications 
Theorem 9 implies simple proofs for many results already well known for shape 
fibrations. 
3.1. For example, consider the problem concerning the shape equivalence of fibers of a - - 
shape fibration. If p v 5, p: E + B, is a cotelescope extension of the shape fibration 
p : E + B, then for any fiber FO = p-l (bo) there exists a strong infinite deformation 
of Fo = I-’ on F. In particular Fo q FO is an SSDR. Since j? is a fibration 
of fibrants, FO is a fibrant and therefore FO v FO is a fibrant extension. Suppose B 
is a pointed l-movable compacta. Then B is arcwise connected [2] and hence there 
exists a homotopy equivalence of fibers FO = 5-l (bo) and Fl = 5-l (bl) for any points 
ho, bl E B. According to [2] this means that FO and Fl = p-‘(bl) are shape equivalent. 
3.2. Since a metric compactum is an FANR-space if and only if its fibrant extension is 
an ANR [2], using Theorem 9 we immediately get another well known result: the fibers 
of a shape fibration of FANRs are FANRs, because the fibers of a Hurewicz fibration of 
ANRs are ANRs. 
3.3. Note that Theorem 9 provides a necessary condition for a map p: E + B to be a 
shape fibration (respectively an absolutely shape soft map). 
Without difficulty it can be shown that this condition, namely the existence of cotele- 
scope extension p v jTi, where j6 is a Hurewicz fibration, is sufficient if p is a map of 
FANRs. 
3.4. In particular, the following theorem states that the inverse statement o Theorem 9 
takes place for any map p: E + B of compacta if 5 is absolutely soft map. 
Theorem 10. Let p: E + B be a map of compacta, then the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(1) p is HSE; 
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(2) there exists a cotelescope Jibrant extension p 3 5 such that j?: E + g is jiber 
homotopy equivalent to id,- and j? is a Hurewicz jibration; 
(3) there exists a cotelescopefibrant extension p of j? such that p is an absolutely soft 
map; 
(4) p is a shape absolutely sofr map. 
Proof. (1) =+- (2). If p E HSE, then p induces a strong shape equivalence [4]. On the 
other hand, according to [ 1 l] p is also a shape fibration. Hence there exists a cotelescope 
extension p * j? such that 5 is both a homotopy equivalence and a Hurewicz fibration 
and therefore 5 is fiber homotopy equivalent to id,-. 
Actually, in the commutative diagram 
the homotopy equivalence p will be a fiber homotopy equivalence provided 5 and id,- 
are fibrations [8]. 
(2) + (1). This implication is actually proved in [3]. 
(2) + (3). Let A L+ X be a closed embedding, and 
f:A-+E and F:X+g 
such that 
By hypothesis we have a section s : k + ,f? such that 
jYos=id;r and G:sop- id,- (over g). 
Let us define the map 
h:(Xx{O})u(AxI)+% 
assuming that 
h\xx~al = s o F and h(~~l = Go (f x idr) 
If H : X x 1 + 5 is given by the relation H(z, t) = F(z), then 
co h = HI(Xx{O})“(AxI). 
When (X x (0)) u (A x I) ~-t X x I is an SSDR-map and p is a fibration of fibrants, 
i.e., the strong fibration, then there exists a map 
15:xxM.E 
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for which 
qxx{O})“(Axl) = h and poz=H. 
Then for the map F: X + E, defined by the formula F(z) = H(z, 1) the following 
conditions are fulfilled: 
F/A = GIANT,) of = f and poF = Hl(xxil)) = F. 
(3) 3 (2). If 5 is the absolutely soft map, then there is a section s : g + E, jl? o s = 
id,-, and moreover the maps s o 5 and id,- are fiber homotopic. 
(3) + (4). We know that in this case p E HSE, and therefore p is a shape fibration. 
Let us choose an ANR-resolution 
p_= {F%}:E+B, E= {-%QaJ)r B= {&>‘ij) 
which satisfies the following conditions: 
(j) T+ : Bj + Bi are closed embeddings, i.e., we assume that 
B,-,xB, >Bz... and r)Bi=B; 
(jj) 4% : E + Ei are closed embeddings; 
(jjj) pi are Hurewicz fibrations of ANRs. 
We can do this, because when we construct p according the scheme of 1.6 (see the 
proof of Theorem 5), we can use an ANR-resolution p = {pi} having the HLP such that _ 
pi 2 pi+1 (see [71). 
We must show that p = {pi} satisfies the following condition: 
(AS) Each i admits 7 3 i such that for any closed embedding s : A 9 X and for any 
morphism (f, F) : s + pJ (in MapM) there exists a map 
F: X + Ei, with 
piF = rijF and ?? o s = qij o f. 
Let us use the following notation: 
EJB = p,‘(B), EIB = P-‘(B), dB = qilp-l(B), 
qijlB :pj’(B) + pi’(B), pilB = pilp-l(B). 
We will show first, that ply = {pilB} satisfies the condition (AS). 
Let us fix the index i. Since pill and pi are absolutely locally soft [lo], then the map 
qi/B : E -+ -&IB 
may be extended over B on a neighbourhood of E in E(B. As soon as we can deform 
E]B over B into any such neighbourhood, there is an extension 
ft:El~ + E, 
of the map qi I B for which 
pzlB o fi = FIB. 
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On the other hand, since pln is an absolutely soft map and qi is a closed embedding, 
there is a map gi : E~[B --t E (over B) such that gi o qi is an embedding of E into E[B. 
We have 
i.e., the maps fi o gz and idE, coincide on qi(E). 
For some neighbourhood U of the set qi (E) in E, 1 R we have ft o gi 1 u z idu (over B). 
Find an index j > i such that qij (I33 1~) C U (by the property of resolution) and put gj = 
goqij/B. Hence fi0g.j = qijlB ( over B). Let there be given a closed embedding s : A ~jr 
X and a morphism (f, F) : s + pj 1~. We shall consider the following commutative 
diagram: 
Since j? 1~ is_ an absolutely soft map. there is a map 
F’ :X + EIB which preserves the commutativity of this diagram. Putting F” = 
fi 0 F’, we obtain F” o s = qv 0 f (over B). Consequently, from the fiber homotopy 
extension property for the absolutely locally soft map pill, there exists a map 
for which F o s = qij o f and, of course, pi o F = F. 
Hence the condition (AS) for pin is proved. 
Using this condition for the given index i, we can choose a sufficiently large index j 
and the map sj : B + E, such that 
piosj =T,~]B and sjopjj~~qijl~ (over B). 
In fact, we can consider that .sj is defined on Bj, and pi o sj = rij. Moreover, since p, 
is a fibration we can extend sj on a neighbourhood of B in Bj such that the following 
condition holds: 
Pi 0 SjlU = rijlu. 
For Sufficiently large index k rjk(Bk) C u, and putting 
we obtain the required condition. 
Because p, is a locally soft map, there is a neighbourhood ? of the set p?‘(B) in Ej 
such that 
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Let k > j be such that qjk (Ek) C V. Then for sk = sj o rjk there is H : Sk o pk N qik 
(over B,). 
If for the embedding A c) X, maps 
f:AtEk and F:X+Bk 
are given such that 
Pk 0 f = FIA, 
then we can define the maps 
h:(Xx{O})U(AxI)+Ei and H:XxI+Bi 
by the formulas 
hlxx{o) = Sk 0 6 hlAxl=Ho(f xidr), E=rikoFonx, 
where TX : X x I + X is a projection. 
We note, that 
- 
pi oh = HI(x~{o))u(A~I). 




H~(x~{o))u(A~I) = h and P~H = H. 
- - 
Then for F = Hlxx(l) we have 
p,F = rikF and F[A = HI 0 f = qik 0 f. 
Hence the condition (AS) for p is satisfied. 
(4) + (3). This implication-follows from 2.4 (Theorem 9). 0 
As was observed above, the base of a CE-map does not inherit the good local properties 
of the total space even if this map is also a shape fibration. However, HSEs do have 
this property. On the other hand, Taylor’s example shows that even when the base of a 
CE-map is an AR-space this map need not be a shape equivalence. We can, however, 
prove the following. 
Corollary. Let p: E -+ B be a CE-map and a shape jibration. If B E FANR, then 
p E HSE. 
Proof. The result follows immediately from the fact that in some cotelescope fibrant 
extension p L) 5, p: E -+ i?, g E ANR, g is a fibration with AR-fibers. Consequently, 
by Dold’s theorem [8], 5 is fiber homotopy equivalent to id,-. 
Note that, if p satisfies the conditions of the corollary and E E ANR, then B E ANR. 
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